Student Questionnaire for I-35 Workshop (Unique 29389)
Spring 2023
Prof Cohen

Please scan your answers or simply send them as a memo that references my questions by their number to: jcohen@law.utexas.edu.

Greetings, Prospective I-35 Workshop Student!

As I conclude the planning for this course, I hope to align the special interests of students who wish to take it with the specific topics we will pursue. Two questions, below, are addressed to this. The third question inquires after any training or experiences you may have had in policy or planning-related fields and ways you have pursued them to date. As to this, your replies will help me to understand the level of knowledge you already bring to our subjects and any possibilities regarding existing expertise, familiarity, or past experiences that you might be willing to share.

Thanks so much for your help! I look forward to the best workshop that we can build!!

Professor Jane Cohen

1—Your name and year of law study:

2—Is there a reason or are there reasons you’d care to share for your interest in this workshop?

3—Is there any special topic you would like for me to consider including and if so, what’s the basis for that?

4-- Please add any academic concentration, specific coursework, research in any setting, extracurricular activities, and/or hobbies of yours that you think might enrich your participation in any one or more aspects of this workshop. Please add whether you would like to share any of your background knowledge with the class by means of a power-point or mini-lecture presentation or through any other device and, if so, on what subject or subjects, so that I can consider this possibility as I complete building the curriculum for this term.